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Abstract
The paper deals with the problem of factorization of a linear diﬀerential operator with
matrix-valued coeﬃcients into a product of lower order operators of the same type.
Necessary and suﬃcient conditions for the factorization of the considered operator
are given. These conditions are obtained by using the integral manifolds approach.
Some consequences of the obtained results are also considered.
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1 Introduction
Factorization of diﬀerential and diﬀerence operators uses analogies between these opera-
tors and algebraic polynomials. There is a number of important papers on this subject, of
which we only mention a few: [–].
A linear diﬀerential (diﬀerence) operator L admits factorization if it can be represented
as a product of lower order operators of the same type (see [–]). Methods of factoriza-
tion are exploited in analytic and algebraic approaches to the problem of integration of
ordinary diﬀerential equations. Many special results are scattered over a large number of
research papers; see, for instance, [–] and the references given therein.
In this paper, we focus on an nth order linear diﬀerential operator of the form
Ln(t,D) := IDn +
n–∑
k=
Ak(t)Dk , Dk :=
dk
dtk , ()
where we assume that Ak(t) (k = , , . . . ,n – ) are m × m real-valued matrices with the
entries being continuous and bounded functions on R and that I is the m × m identity
matrix.
Our purpose here is to give a proof that () can be presented as
Ln(t,D) = Lp(t,D)Lq(t,D),
where p + q = n and
Lp(t,D) = IDp +
p–∑
k=
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We give the necessary and suﬃcient conditions for factorization of the above operator Ln
into the product of lower order factors Lq and Lp. These conditions are connected with the
existence of solutions of linear vector diﬀerential equations. The results are obtained by
the usage of integral manifolds approach in the form elaborated by Valeev in the work [].
2 Splitting equations
Let us consider the linear diﬀerential equation of order n, formed by acting the operator








Z(t) = , ()
where Z(t) ∈Rm for t ∈R.
The linear vector diﬀerential equation () can be written as an equivalent system of ﬁrst-
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In vector notation, we get that
dX(t)
dt = AX(t) +AY (t),
dY (t)
dt = A(t)X(t) +A(t)Y (t), ()
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Note that the block matrices A, A, A(t), A(t) are qm × qm, qm × pm, pm × qm,
pm× pmmatrices, respectively.
We recall here the following deﬁnition (see []).
Deﬁnition . The connected subset M of Rmn+ is called the integral manifold of sys-
tem () if (t,X,Y) ∈ M implies (t,X(t),Y (t)) ∈ M for all t ∈ R, where X(t) and Y (t) are
determined by () with X(t) = X, Y (t) = Y.
Suppose that the linear system of diﬀerential equations () has an integral manifold de-
ﬁned by the vector equation of the form
Y (t) = K(t)X(t), ()
where K(t) is a pm× qm real-valued matrix and X, Y satisfy () on R, i.e., provided that
() is satisﬁed for a certain t ∈R, then it is valid for all t ∈R.
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From () and () it follows that















Let us note, that the matrix equation () is a Riccati-type matrix diﬀerential equation (see,
for instance, []) and deﬁnes the integral manifold of the form (). Assuming that the






X(t), Y (t) = K(t)X(t), ()
i.e., the linear subsystem splits oﬀ from the linear system of diﬀerential equations ().





K(t) K(t) · · · Kq(t)
K(t) K(t) · · · Kq(t)
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
Kp(t) Kp(t) · · · Kpq(t)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
Substituting the matrices K(t), A and A into (), we obtain
dK(t)
dt +Kq(t)K(t) = K(t),
dK(t)
dt +Kq(t)K(t) = K(t),
dK(t)
dt +Kq(t)K(t) = K(t),
. . . ,
dKp–,(t)
dt +Kp–,q(t)K(t) = Kp(t),
dK(t)
dt +K(t) +Kq(t)K(t) = K(t),
dK(t)
dt +K(t) +Kq(t)K(t) = K(t),
dK(t)
dt +K(t) +Kq(t)K(t) = K(t),
. . . ,
dKp–,(t)
dt +Kp–,(t) +Kp–,q(t)K(t) = Kp(t),
dK(t)
dt +K(t) +Kq(t)K(t) = K(t),
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dK(t)
dt +K(t) +Kq(t)K(t) = K(t),
dK(t)
dt +K(t) +Kq(t)K(t) = K(t),
. . . ,
dKp–,(t)
dt +Kp–,(t) +Kp–,q(t)K(t) = Kp(t),
. . . .
We continue in this manner to obtain
dKq(t)
dt +K,q–(t) +Kq(t)Kq(t) = Kq(t),
. . . ,
dKp–,q(t)
dt +Kp–,q–(t) +Kp–,q(t)Kq(t) = Kpq(t),
or, in a compact form,
dKs(t)
dt +Ksq(t)K(t) = Ks+,(t), ()
dKsj(t)
dt +Ksq(t)Kj(t) +Ks,j–(t) = Ks+,j(t), ()
where Ksj(t) (s = , . . . ,p – ; j = , . . . ,q) arem×mmatrices.
Substituting A(t) and A(t) into (), we have
dKp(t)









where j = , . . . ,q.
Equations ()-() are called the splitting equations (see []). We can use them for
construction of an integral manifold of the linear vector diﬀerential equation ().
The following theorem establishes the existence of an integral manifold of the linear
diﬀerential equation ().
Theorem . If there exists a solution of the system of splitting equations ()-(), then





K,i+(t)DiZ(t) =  ()
for t ∈R.
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where s = , . . . ,p.

























Substituting into () the derivatives D(s+q)Z(t) (s = , . . . ,p) from () and (), we obtain
zero. This proves the theorem. 
3 Existence of the integral manifold of solutions
We consider the linear vector diﬀerential equation of order q, formed by acting Lq, given








Z(t) = , ()
with a property such that each solution Z of () is also a solution of () on R. This means
that Z has n derivatives on R and matrices Ck(t), k = , , . . . ,q –  are diﬀerentiable up to
order p (p + q = n).
The following result may be proved in much the same way as Theorem ..
Theorem . If any solution of the linear diﬀerential equation () with coeﬃcients
bounded together with their derivatives up to order p satisﬁes () on R, then the linear
system of diﬀerential equations () has the integral manifold given by (), where K(t) is a
pm× qm matrix.
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K,i+(t) = –Ci(t) (i = , . . . ,q – ).
We substitute an arbitrary but ﬁxed solution Z of () into the diﬀerential equation ().
For this end, we diﬀerentiate () p times with respect to t. After each diﬀerentiation, we
eliminate DqZ(t) by () and we take into account ()-(). In this way we get (). Simi-
larly, taking into account ()-(), we obtain (). Hence, the existence of solutions of the
linear diﬀerential equation (), all solutions of which are the solutions of (), guarantees
the existence of the integral manifold of the form () of the linear system () provided that
all the derivatives up to the order p of matrices Ck(t) (k = , . . . ,q– ) are bounded. This is
the desired conclusion. 
Remark . This kind of integral manifolds could be used in the investigation of stability
of systems of diﬀerence equations (see [, ]).
Example . Let us consider the diﬀerential equation of the ﬁfth order
L(t,D)Z(t) =
(
D + D + D + D + D + 
)
Z(t) =  ()
and the diﬀerential equation of the third order
L(t,D)Z(t) =
(
D +D +D + 
)
Z(t) = , ()
with a property such that each solution Z of () is also a solution of (). Rewrite the
diﬀerential equation () in the form
DZ(t) = –Z(t) –DZ(t) –DZ(t). ()
Diﬀerentiating this equation two times and eliminating DZ(t), we get
DZ(t) = Z(t), DZ(t) =DZ(t). ()
Indeed, substituting DZ(t), DZ(t), and DZ(t) from () and () into () yields
DZ(t) + DZ(t) + DZ(t) + DZ(t) + DZ(t) + Z(t)




+ DZ(t) + DZ(t) + Z(t)≡ .
The linear diﬀerential equation () can be written as
dX(t)
dt = AX(t) +AY (t),
dY (t)
dt = AX(t) +AY (t), ()























































is a solution of the matrix equation
A +AK = K(A +AK).
Thus, the existence of an integral manifold of the form () for the linear system () is
equivalent to the fact that any solution of () satisﬁes () as well.
4 Factorization of the operator Ln(t,D)
Let the linear vector diﬀerential equation () be written in the form (). We assume that
any solution of the diﬀerential equation () is a solution of (). Then the linear system ()
has the integral manifold of the form ().
In the linear system (), let us substitute

























+A(t)V (t) –K(t)AV (t). ()





dt –K(t)A –K(t)AK(t) = ,
by (), from () we get the splitting vector equation
dV (t)
dt = A(t)V (t) –K(t)AV (t),
which, for vectors Vk(t) (k = , . . . ,p), can be written in the form
DV(t) = V(t) –K,q(t)V(t),
DV(t) = V(t) –K,q(t)V(t),
. . . ,
DVp–(t) = Vp(t) –Kp–,q(t)V(t)
()
and
DVp(t) = –Aq(t)V(t) –Aq+(t)V(t) – · · ·
–Aq+p–(t)Vp(t) –Kp,q(t)V(t). ()





















for s = , . . . ,p. Substituting Vs(t) (s = , . . . ,p) into (), we obtain the vector diﬀerential
equation of order p
(








































+ · · · +Kp,q(t)V(t) = . ()
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V(t) = . ()








where Ci(t) = –K,i+(t), i = , , . . . ,q – . Eliminating in () V(t), we get, for the vector












Z(t) = , ()
or by ()
Lp(t,D)Lq(t,D)Z(t) = 
for t ∈R. Now our main result follows from () as the next theorem.
Theorem . The linear diﬀerential operator Ln(t,D) deﬁned by () is factorized in the
form
Ln(t,D) = Lp(t,D)Lq(t,D), p + q = n,
where Lp(t,D) and Lq(t,D) are given by (), if and only if any solution of the linear vector
diﬀerential equation () is a solution of the linear vector diﬀerential equation () on R.
5 The case of constant coefﬁcients
Let us consider the case when the linear diﬀerential equation () has constant coeﬃcients.
This case is known to be important from the point of view of applications. In this case,
from Theorem . we conclude the following.





where An is an m×m nonsingular matrix, admits a factorization in the form
Ln(s) = Lp(s)Lq(s),










Cksk , detCq = ,










From this we have the following corollary.




Aksk , detAn = 





Example . Consider the polynomial matrix
L(s) = Is +As +As +A.
We look for a condition under which the factorization
Is +As +As +A =
(
Is + Bs + B
)
(Is –C)
is admissible. Taking the product, we get
A = B –C, A = B – BC, A = –BC.
Eliminating matrices B, B, we obtain the equation for the matrix C
C +AC +AC +A = . ()
On the other hand, the vector diﬀerential equation
(ID –C)Y (t) = 
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has the fundamental matrix Y (t) = eCt , which is a solution of the system L(D)Y (t) = 
under condition ().
Remark . The main results of this paper were announced in [].
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